Business Process Services

The global business landscape is evolving, driven by economic volatility, regulatory
complexities, and digital disruptions. Traditional business models severely restrict an
enterprise’s ability to adapt quickly. Fast changing business models necessitate a
partnership with a reliable service provider who can help organizations better manage
these uncertainties, and deliver sustainable performance.
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) is one of the largest Business Process Services (BPS)
providers and is consistently recognized as the leader in various service lines by leading
analyst firms. We have extensive experience and offer best-in-class business process
services. TCS helps you take advantage of the opportunities created by the changing
business landscape. We empower organizations across the globe to overcome industry
challenges and accelerate the realization of business goals that help them stay ahead of
competition.
Overview
In response to the new business landscape characterized
by changing customer preferences and the ubiquity of
digital technologies, organizations are making strategic
changes in order to stay relevant. Enterprises need to
synergize business processes with innovative and
disruptive technologies to attain agility and create value
for customers.
Our ValueBPSTM approach helps organizations identify
strategic priorities and improve performance on
significant metrics. Our experience across industries
gives us a good understanding of our clients’
ecosystems. It also delivers sustained business impact
with levers that include operations redesign, platform
solutions (BPaaS), analytics and insights, Robotic Process
Automation (RPA), IT-BPS synergy, and Business Process
Management (BPM). Our services include industryspecific offerings and enterprise services for functions
such as finance and accounting, HR, and supply chain
management.

Our offerings
We provide support services for a diverse range of
enterprise functions across various industries.
n

Banking and financial services: Originations,
transaction processing, customer service, collections,
and risk management

n

Insurance: Actuarial and new business services;
policy and claims administration

n

Life sciences and health care: Pharmacovigilance,
clinical data management, medical writing and
publishing, regulatory compliance, biostatistics and
programming; plan management, provider network
services and revenue cycle management

n

Retail: Buying and merchandising, multichannel
operations

n

Energy and utilities: Meter-to-cash and asset
management

n

Telecom: Network management, service fulfillment,
service management, and billing

n

Travel, transportation, and hospitality: Book-to-bill,
revenue accounting, loyalty management, fare filing,
and yield management

n

Media and information sciences: Content
operations, directory services, pre-press services and
digital creative services

n

Manufacturing and Hi-Tech: Sales order
management, planning and scheduling, inventory
management, and warranty and spare parts
management

n

Government: Citizen services; security and
identification services

Experience Certainty
By partnering with TCS, you can gain from the following
advantages:
Experience Results: We deploy tools and
methodologies that help you elevate business
performance, and achieve sustainable and profitable
growth. Our solutions enable you to respond to market
dynamics with greater agility and flexibility, and
consistently exceed customer expectations.
Experience Partnership: We collaborate with you to
implement solutions that support your growth
initiatives, address industry challenges, and achieve
business outcomes that go beyond routine operational
objectives.
Experience Leadership: Our experience in servicing
global clients and knowledge of industry trends give you
an edge over the competition. Our ValueBPSTM approach
enables the identification and adoption of ‘next
practices’ – foreseeing and recommending innovations
based on future trends. This helps you become futureready and stay relevant.

TCS’ Services are Aligned to Customer Imperatives…
ANALYTICS & INSIGHTS
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ENTERPRISE SERVICES
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Sales & Marketing

An overview of TCS’ Business Process Services

The TCS Advantage
Our ValueBPSTM approach helps deliver competitive
advantage, by leveraging the following levers:
n

n

n

n

Operations redesign: We ensure continuous process
improvement by deploying transformational solutions
backed by our FORETM methodology and TRAPEZETM
suite of solution accelerators.

BPaaS/Platforms: Our BPS applications are hosted on
our cloud to reduce your operating costs. Our
platform services are customized for both industryspecific COGS functions and cross-industry SG&A
functions.

n

Analytics and insights: We facilitate informed
decision making on key enterprise
functions–including sales and marketing, supply
chain, financials, and risk management–through
provisioning of actionable business insights, based on
data analytics.

Business process management: Our expertise in
BPM enables us to increase visibility into processes
and benchmark current performance against the best
in the industry. We deploy specific tools to quickly
address gaps in performance and enhance the
maturity of business processes.

n

IT-BPS synergy: Over 40 years of experience in
delivering IT solutions to global organizations enables
us to identify the right mix of technology solutions to
complement business processes and enhance
outcomes.

Robotic process automation: Our self-learning, nonintrusive robots address every possible business
process scenario. Clients across industries have
increased productivity, accuracy, and compliance by
deploying these robot components that integrate
domain-specific standards and compliance
requirements.

About TCS’ Business Process Services Unit
Enterprises are looking to drive sustainable growth and profitability, and stay relevant to
their customers in increasingly regulated, competitive, and global markets. TCS fosters
proactive and strategic partnerships with its clients to achieve these goals.
Our ValueBPSTM approach helps enterprises achieve significant and sustained business
outcomes by leveraging our deep domain expertise and operations redesign
methodologies such as FORETM. Our approach also encompasses robotic process
automation (RPA), analytics and insights, our unique IT-BPS synergy, Business Process as a
Service (BPaaS) models, and business process management (BPM).
TCS' Business Process Services include core industry-specific processes, analytics and
insights, as well as enterprise services such as finance and accounting, HR, and supply
chain management. Our cross-industry solutions ensure faster realization of business
value. TCS has consistently been recognized as the leader in various service lines by
leading analyst firms.

Contact
Visit TCS’ Business Process Services unit page for more information
Email: bps.connect@tcs.com
Blog: Agile Business
About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that
delivers real results to global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match.
TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled infrastructure,
engineering and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique Global Network
Delivery ModelTM, recognized as the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part
of the Tata Group, India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed
on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India.
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For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com

